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Letter of Acknowledgement

KhuLra Mukti seba sangstha (KMss) is a nation al organization that started with few socialactivities committed them to work among the drug addicts both from the social and medicalperspectives' Their dream came in to reality inlggirthe name of Khulna Mukti seba sangstha(KMSS)' Initially KMss aimed to serve drug addict community. Considering the social anarysisof drug use behavior it came to realization that poverty is a greater context need to address toapproach drug use behavior' Therefore, KMSS expanded its constifuency to poor women, sexworkers' slum dwellers and hard-core poor people. Now KMss's constifuency touches nearabout 1'5 million people' The vision of the rMss is build a healthy society where ar peopre areable to meet the basic human needs and rights with full of dignity, joy and peace. The missionof the organization is to be committed to serve oppressed, poor and vulnerable communities.Promotes full human kansformation and tring positive changes in their lives that ultimatelycontribute in to I'rolistic sustainable developmur,t.-R"rporrse to the emergency need of the targetcommunity especially' promoting youth, children and women that affecting them physicallpmentally and environmentally' Enhance moral and spirituar values that assisithe community toIead a peaceful holy life towards the kingdom of God. Contribute effectively in promotinghuman rights and empowerment of poor, marginal and vulnerable people to gain and securetheir human dignity for livelihooa *"jt_ beings.

I believe that without having a systematic process an organization can,t achieve any goar. Thesystem makes an organization efficient through t rospui.r.y, accounta btli.,r,equal right to itsemployees' management of resource, capacity development of the employees and undertakingright programs' Considering these factors KMss has decided to develop ancl introduce variouspolicies in the organization in a professional manner. policy guideline on Fraudulent and RiskMitigation' Anti slavery & Anti rrafficking Policy, Data protection policy and staff & Asset

:rT::1TrilJy 
are the policies that would gria" the organizarion to make decision about those

Adhering these policy guidelines are mandatory for the betterment of the organization. KMSS

X1ffi;;tr:;:"ff: 
all rights to review the documents to amend, add or aeret" any policies

I appreciate concern
successfully in the rrL::'" 

who developed this policy that would achieve KMss mission more
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Fraud & Risk Policy

Introduction:

Fraud

Fraud is usually taken to mean the gaining of an illicit advantage through deception and in

particular the manipulation of financial information or accounting records. The word "frarJd"

has been used for many years in this contexf but an exact internationally recognized definition

is less easy to determine.

lt also includes the following actions:

False representation;

Failing to disclose information;

Abuse of position and;

Many other offences relating beyond the purview;

KMSS Policy towards Irregularities

KMSS maintains "KMSS Policy towards Irregularities" in regard to financial and programming
irregularities. This policy is in line with the true spirit of partrering, which is based on mutual
trusf accountability and transparency. Financial and programming irregularities, also known in
KMSS as "defalcation" or "misappropriatiort'', refer, but are not li*it"a to,

' Any dishonest or fraudulent act or violation of clause/clauses in the signed Agreemen!
o ForgerY or alteration of any document or account( including but not limited to timesheef

payroll arid associated leave records and accounts, travel and expense reports, ad.vance

reports and account, procurement documents, inventory records);

r Forgery or alteration of a check, bank draft, or any other financial documents;

' Misappropriation of funds, commodities, supplies, spare parts, project materials and
equipment or other assets:

' Impropriety in the handling or reporting of money, financial transactions, or bidding
procedures:
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o Accepting or seeking anything above nominal material value from vendors or persons
providing services/materiars (this does not appry to calendars, agendas, etc);

o Desfuuction or misappropriation of records, furniture, fixfures, or equipmen!

' Diversion, alteratiorL or mismanagement of documents or information, and/or any similar
or related irregularity.

o Unauthorized deduction or underhand dealing wiih any patry.
if it is revealed that the any organization providing less salary than what is charging to KMSSProject or realizing any money from the salary of any"staff or deducting any non-refundable sa7ary,KMSS may terminate the partrership immediately.

If any complain received in writing from any person/s in employnnent or ex-employment in pq
that the said PO is (was) providin[ tess salary than what is (was) charging and,/ or realizing anymoney by the Po from the staff in underhar,a a"aing the issue sr,au uJ dealt with the poliry
Towards Irregularitieg an{ irlt is apparent or proved, th--e partrership shall u" t"r-i.,ut"d instantlyand wiil be blacklisted in the KMSS- batabase.

It is impossible to build. a successful parbrership when either of the two organizations allows orroutinely practices the above acts' Therefore, KMSS's "Policy toward.s Irregularities,, will apply toany parturer or sub-parbrer that has been judged to have committeJ any of these actionsconsciously-, purposefully, and with the knowled"ge of the organization,s Executive Staff. Oncesuch acts have been detected and verified, the" partners*p in question will be summarilyterminated and all ties with the organization will be severed.

However, if the nature of the defalcation is such that the partrership is not terminated, a plan torectify the irregulari!1s^3]stte developed by the orgur,irrtion. This plan will then be approvedand monitotld by KMSS senior Manugement. Then, if the monitoring process indicates that theplan has not been implemented properiy or within the stated time frame, the parbrership will beterminated at that point.

KMSS encourages all of its parbrers to seek to detect and deal with financial irregularitiesinternally' before they are iggnuriga by * external auditor. such efforts wilt be supported byspecial coachi4g and on-the-job uaining provided by KMSS.
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Khulna Mukti Seba Sangstha (KMSS)

36, Sher-E-Bangla Road, Khulna-9100
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Fraud no

sl.
no

Particulars with steps and actions Results and Remarks

Name, address & telephone no. of the
person/organization against the fraud raised

; Particulars of complaint relating to fraud
with receiving date

Name & address of the
informer/ finder/ anonymous

{-t.

5

c

Name of the person with position who bring
the issue to the fraud management
committee/ Senior Management

Discussion and decision about the fraud by
the Fraud management committee/Senior
Management with date

The decision of the Fraud management
Committee/ senior management team with
action plan

Name of the investigation team member (if
needed) with their responsibility (ToR) with
last date of reporting

q The sum:niary of the investigation team
report with the date of submission

The decision of the Fraud management
committee/ Senior management team based
on the report with date
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10. Action implemented/not wittr aute (if not
what are the reason/s)

11. Final settlement of the fraud with date

Decision of Fraud management
Committee/ Senior management team about
reporting or not reporting to KMSS Donors
with justification and date

72. Follow up action if any:

If necessary separate sheet/s may be used to write the results/actions or any other information
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KMSS Risk Assessment Matrix Guidelines

Risks are an inevitable part of business or service provision or managing project. However, the
success of smooth functioning of an organization depends on the ability to manage and respond
to risks properly. Thus I(MSS has developed collected, reviewed and compiled this risk
assessment matrix that will help KMSS

l. Evaluate risks based on the severity of their impact
Z. Prioritize risks based on frequency of events or anticipation of events or trends
3. Likelihood to occur of the relevant risks
4. Help organization plan for potential risks, and respond appropriately when they occur

KMSS Risk Assessment Matrix: A useful tool to assess risks

The KMSS risk assessment matrix is a chart that plots the severity of an event occurring on one
axis, and the probability of it occurring on the other. This can also be used as a table, where the
risk likelihood and impact are columns, and the risks are listed in rows. By visualizing existing
and potential risks in this way, impact of risks can be assessed and also identify which ones are
highest-priority. From there, KMSS can create a plan for responding to the risks that need the
most attention.

This risk matrix chart will be used based on the information available from risk assessment
forms, which is often part of the risk management process. These forms are to be rationally used
lor identifying risks, gathering background data, calculating their likelihood and severity, and
outlining risk prevention and management strategies.

The matrix will focus on two aspects:

. Severity: The impact of a risk and the negative consequences that would result

. Likelihood: The probability of the risk occurring

To place a risk in the risk assessment matrix, a rating will be assigned based on severity and
likelihood. Then it has to be plotted in the appropriate position by chart. The typical
classificationi used are:

Severity: listed in rows

' Insignificant: Risks that bring no real negative consequences, or pose no significant
threat to the organization or project

' Minor: Risks that have a small potential for negative consequences, but will not
significantly impact overall success.

' Moderate: Risks that could potentially bring negative consequences, posing a moderate
threat to the project or organization.

:'aud & Risk, Anti Slavery & Anti Tr.fiiCt
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' Critical: Risks with substantial negative consequences that will seriously impact the
success ofthe organization or project

' Catastrophic: Risks with extreme negative consequences that could cause the entire
project to fail or severely impact daily operations of the organization. These are the
highest-priority risks to address.

Likelihood: used in columns

' Unlikely: Extremely rare risks, with almost no probability of occurring.
' Seldom: Risks that are relatively uncommon, but have a small chancebf manifesting.
' Occasional: Risks that is more typical, with about a 50/50 chance of taking place.. Likely: Risks that is highly likely to occur.

' Definite: Risks that is almost certain to manifest. Address these risks first.

-{fter placing each risk in the matrix, it will be given an overall "risk ranking." Risks that have
severe negative consequences and are highly likely to occur receive the highest rank; risks with
:oth low impact and low likelihood receive the lowest rank. Risk rankingiombine impact and
likelihood ratings to help identify which risks pose the greatest overallthreats (and therefore are
:xe top priority to address).

ir addition on a routine assessment process, KMSS will use a numeric scale to assign more
.recific risk rankings. However, most rankings will fall into a few broad categories, which are
cfren color-coded:

' Low: The consequences of the risk are minor, and it is unlikely to occur. These types of
risks are generally ignored, and often color-coded green.

' Medium: Somewhat likely to occur, these risks come with slightly more serious
consequences, to take steps to prevent medium risks from occurring, but to remember
they are not high-priority and should not significantly affect organi-zation or project
success. These risks are often color-coded yellow.

' High: These are serious risks that both have significant consequences, and are likely to
occur. Prioritize and respond to these risks in the near term. They are often color-coded
orange.

' Extreme: Catastrophic risks that have severe consequences and are highly likely to
occur. Extreme risks are the highest priority. Should respond immediately, as thly can
threaten the success ofthe organization or project. They are often color-coded red.

- -:: ranked, a risk response plan is developed to prevent or address those that are,,high,,or
= ":reme." There may not be a need to respond to risks ranked "low" or,,medium,, before work
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R'isk management is the process by which organizations discover , analyze,and address risk to:eet goals, keep projects on track, and stick to budgets and timelines. it involves five stages::'anning, identification, analysis, response, and moiitoring/control. Creating a risk matrix is:::3n one of the first steps in the risk management process, and frequently occurs in the analysis::":se (after the risk assessment forms have been cieated).
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A risk management matrix.helps organizations identify risks and determine when they require:ritigation' This template allows you to rate risk impait and likelihood both before and after
=itigation, and note the actions that wiil be taken to manage the impact of risks.

RtsK ftr$FsNstr w&Ymtx TE$dpt &Yffi

r::ally' in addition to analyzing risks themselves, the risk response matrix will allows to outline: :lan for responding to the risks to reduce or eliminate. Also it helps in describing a contingency:':n for responding to the risk, the event that will triggertrr. ..rponre, and the party that will:=:dle the response.

R'isk Register' also referred to as a Risk Log, is a master document which is created during the
='::iv stages of KMSS implemented projects. It is a tool that plays an important part in kind ofRi-sk Management Pian, helping projects to track issues and address problems as they arise.
li': risk register database can be viewed by project managers/CEO as:::l for monitoring the risk management processes within the project.

a management
Risk register is
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used to-identify, assest-and manage risks down to acceptable levels through a review
and updating process. The prrrporJof a risk,register is to record the details of all risksthai have been identified along with their analyfis and pians for how those risks will betreated.

It is the responsibility of the project manager/CEo to ensure that the risk register isupdated whenever necessary. The task of uidating the risk register is usually delegated
to the project control function.

Risks that have been managed, avoided or are no longer relevant can be removed fromthe risk register. The assoiiated risk action plans can also be deleted from the riskregister.

In the Monitor and Control risks process, plans are re-assessed and re-evaluated.
The risk register is updated with information on new risks as an output of this process.This information should be regularly updated in the risk register, whether it is changestc the risk estimates or actual numbers such as costs related to weather damage.
Components of a Risk Register

lne {ollowing table displays key components of a risk register that is used in managing:isks in large and complex projects.

Jate As the Risk Register is a living document, it ij

Lrnportant to record the date that risks are identifiec

rr modified. Optional dates to include are the targe

md completion dates.

crerence 1\umber R.eference Number of the key elemenf
Ererrtent Abrief description of the t"@

very small projects, risk identification become:

unproductive if we consider the project as a whole. It

is much easier and productive to break up the whole

oroject into sections or k"y elements for risk

.dentification.

* :ique Identifying Number

Ihis column is used fo. gr@
ild to developing treatment options and. actior

olans.

A unique identifying .r-ffi
he form E.xx where E is reference number of the key
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:lement and xx is a 2 digit identifying number.

nisk A, brief description of the risk, its causes and itr

mpact.

f xisting Controls A brief description of the controls that are currentll

in place for the risk. At an early stage in the life of ;

project, the controls may be those that are expectec

:o be in place if normal project managemen

processes are followed.

onsequence fhe consequence rating for the risk, using scales

-ikelihood fhe likelihood rating for the risk, using scales

\greed Priority Agreed priority for the risk, based on an initia.

rriority determined from a matrix, adjusted to reflecl

he views of the project team in the risk assessmenl

arorkshop.

-:jrerent Rating lhe inherent rating for the risk, if there were z

:redible failure of controls or they failed to work ar

ntended, using scales.

i.ctionSummary \ cross reference to the action surunary for the risk
iesponsibility lhe name of the individual responsible for managinE

he risk

Conclusion

'-' risk registet is an important component of the overall risk management framework.l:e risk register database records all identified risks in the prolelct. It is created in
:i'e Icientify Risks process as per the PMBOK Guide.It also drives the other risk processes
':'ie Perform Qualitative Risk Analysis, Perform Quantitative Risk Analysis, plan Risk
,'=sponses, and Monitor and Control Risks.
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